Specialist Motor Claims and Accident Management

A comprehensive
range of core
competencies
Services include:
First response
Vehicle Recovery and
collection services
Repair and service deployment
Repair management
Mobility solutions
Engineering services
Claims management and
ULR services
Network management
Cycle time & cost management
Fraud screening
Salvage management
Cost validation and control
Proactive non network management
Third party proactive management
Web based incident and
management information

Complete Incident Management
Our mission:
We offer our clients an individual solution based on their specific needs and business issues.
We will offer a ‘best in class’ service in our market whilst minimising costs for clients.
How do we do this?
Bankstone Advantage offers a new approach to accident management. We believe in
offering a high quality, pro-active and responsive service to exceed client expectation,
enhance client retention and improve driver experience. We have a “Customer Centric”
philosophy, always supportive always proactive.
With state of the art, in house, incident management technology, a dynamic can do
approach and highly trained expert staff, we can help you achieve cost savings and
operational enhancements.

Improved efficiency, better communication
Our unique and highly automated accident management systems keep your incidents and
repairs on track and you fully in the picture at every stage of the process. Our dedicated
accident and repair management handling methodology combines the best of current
practice with innovative new approaches to provide a truly excellent service.
We have pioneered industry leading methodology that make outsourcing your accident
management easier and more efficient than ever before, we have the technical capability
to integrate our services seamlessly with your business.
Bankstone Advantage has developed cutting edge client and claim validation systems
which enables us to import client specific information and manage your incidents in a
totally bespoke and efficient manner.
www.bankstone.co.uk

True Industry
Specialists
The founders of Bankstone Advantage
have spent many years in the
accident management and insurance
claims industry, so they can draw on
best practices and are able to
combine the best of the industry.
Bankstone Advantage listens to its
clients before consulting on tailor
made solutions. We are passionate
about improving incident services and
believe in strong partnerships and an
open dialogue with clients to achieve
the best results. Most important of all
we deliver what we promise. All of
this is backed up by state of the art
systems, time driven work flow
technology with transparent on line
systems.
Our Values:
Commitment to quality
Responsiveness
Pro activeness

So who can benefit from our unique service?
Corporate fleets
Managing a fleet is like running a business and the way you manage accidents often
influences many other aspects within your organisation. It’s all about positive results,
Bankstone Advantage delivers a transparent, well-managed process so that you can
shape your companies policies based on what you know in advance, rather than
reacting to what has already happened. Bankstone Advantage provides you with clear
& highly visual reporting tools and takes away the hassle. We believe in an open
dialogue where we work together as a team and constantly look for ways to further
improve the accident management processes.

Leasing companies
The way you manage accidents and collision damage can make a very real difference
in what you have to offer your clients. If you use Bankstone Advantage you get access
to an accident management system that runs smoothly and is cost effective whilst
supporting client retention.

www.bankstone.co.uk

Committed to
excellence
Our mission is to continually improve
our service to customers by better
understanding their needs and
applying innovative accident
management techniques to provide
the best possible solution.

So who can benefit from our unique service?
Insurance companies & Brokers
Policyholders are only satisfied when they pay the best premium. But how do you
decide when the savings you pass on to your policyholders through cost-cutting
works to their advantage? And when do you end up paying a price in customer
satisfaction? You don’t have to make that choice when you work with Bankstone
Advantage.
Bankstone Advantage provides motor claim and accident management services
to insurers and brokers as a total outsource or modular solution.

High utilisation rental & commercial fleets.
Designed specifically to improve vehicle utilisation, reduce damage cost and support
proactive claims intervention, debt recovery & defence programmes, our high
utilisation fleet products have been developed by seasoned experts to deliver an
extremely high level of service and clear operational advantage.

www.bankstone.co.uk

Let’s talk!
We strongly believe our advanced accident and claims management
capabilities can help you operate more efficiently and more profitably,
but no two companies are identical. To help us both understand exactly what
Bankstone Advantage can do for you, lets get together and talk things
though in detail.
For further information:
Call us on 0844 888 0262
Email – nick.williams@bankstone.co.uk or phil.webb@bankstone.co.uk
Or
advantage@bankstone.co.uk
Callemail
– 0870
420 3422
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